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SUMMARY

Internal brain states affect sensory perception,
cognition, and learning. Many neocortical areas
exhibit changes in the pattern and synchrony of
neuronal activity during quiet versus active
behaviors. Active behaviors are typically associated
with desynchronized cortical dynamics. Increased
thalamic firing contributes importantly to de-
synchronize mouse barrel cortex during active
whisker sensing. However, a whisking-related
cortical state change persists after thalamic inactiva-
tion, which is mediated at least in part by acetylcho-
line, as we show here by using whole-cell recordings,
local pharmacology, axonal calcium imaging, and
optogenetic stimulation. During whisking, we find
prominent cholinergic signals in the barrel cortex,
which suppress spontaneous cortical activity. The
desynchronized state of barrel cortex during whisk-
ing is therefore driven by at least two distinct signals
with opposing functions: increased thalamic activity
driving glutamatergic excitation of the cortex and
increased cholinergic input suppressing sponta-
neous cortical activity.
INTRODUCTION

Active mammalian brain states are characterized by de-

synchronized patterns of cortical activity (Berger, 1929; Buzsáki

and Draguhn, 2004; Harris and Thiele, 2011; Lee and Dan, 2012).

The somatosensory, visual, and auditory cortices of head-

restrained mice transition to an active, desynchronized state

when mice are moving compared to the prominent slow, syn-

chronized fluctuations often present when mice are resting

(Crochet and Petersen, 2006; Poulet and Petersen, 2008; Gentet

et al., 2010; Zagha et al., 2013; Bennett et al., 2013; Polack et al.,

2013; Zhou et al., 2014; Schneider et al., 2014).

In the primary somatosensory barrel cortex (S1) of head-

restrained mice, slow fluctuations in membrane potential (Vm)

are suppressed and excitatory layer 2/3 (L2/3) pyramidal neu-
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rons depolarize during active whisker sensing, when the mysta-

cial whiskers are repetitively protracted at high frequency

(5–20 Hz) as the mouse scans its immediate facial environment

(Crochet and Petersen, 2006). During whisking, the Vm of nearby

L2/3 excitatory neurons become less correlated (Poulet and Pe-

tersen, 2008). The depolarized and desynchronized Vm define

the active cortical state of S1 during whisking. GABAergic

neurons in S1 also change their activity during whisking in a

cell-type-specific manner. Nonfast spiking GABAergic neurons

increase firing rate, whereas parvalbumin-expressing and so-

matostatin-expressing GABAergic neurons reduce firing rates

(Gentet et al., 2010, 2012; Lee et al., 2013). Interestingly, sensory

input from the periphery is not necessary for the active cortical

state, which therefore appears to be generated by internal brain

circuits (Poulet and Petersen, 2008).

The thalamus has been found to play amajor role in generating

the active state of S1 during whisking. Action potential firing in-

creases in the somatosensory thalamus during whisking, which

contributes importantly to driving the depolarized, desynchron-

ized active cortical state (Poulet et al., 2012). However, even after

the somatosensory thalamus has been inactivated, there re-

mains a very prominent change in cortical state comparing quiet

wakefulness and active whisking periods (Poulet et al., 2012).

Thalamic inactivation enhances slow Vm fluctuations during

quiet wakefulness, but interestingly nearly all spontaneous activ-

ity in L2/3 of S1 is suppressed during whisking after thalamic

inactivation. It is therefore clear that there must be other signals,

in addition to increased thalamic firing, that contribute to control-

ling the active whisking-related state of mouse barrel cortex.

Here, we demonstrate that the suppression of spontaneous ac-

tivity in barrel cortex during whisking in thalamic inactivatedmice

is mediated at least in part by cholinergic signals in S1.
RESULTS

We injectedmuscimol to inactivate the somatosensory thalamus

and then obtainedwhole-cell Vm recordings from L2/3 neurons in

the barrel cortex of awake, head-restrained mice (Poulet et al.,

2012). Whisker movements were filmed with a high-speed cam-

era and quantified to correlate with Vm (Crochet and Petersen,

2006; Poulet and Petersen, 2008). Slow Vm fluctuations are

prominent in L2/3 neurons of mouse barrel cortex during quiet
hors
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Figure 1. Whisking Correlates with a Change in Cortical State Dependent upon Cholinergic Receptors in Barrel Cortex of Thalamus-

Inactivated Mice

(A) Vm (black) of a L2/3 neuron during quantified whisker movement (green).

(B) Grand average FFT of Vm from eight neurons during quiet (black) and whisking periods (green).

(C) Vm and whisker movement after injection of atropine and mecamylamine (AChR blockers) into S1 barrel cortex.

(D) Same as (B), but after blockade of S1 cholinergic receptors in eight other neurons.

(E) Integral 1–4 Hz (left) and 30–100 Hz (right) of Vm FFT during quiet (Q) and whisking (W) periods, before and after blockade of S1 cholinergic receptors.

(F) Mean Vm and SD of Vm.

Lines indicate individual cells and red dots with error bars represent mean ± SEM. APs truncated in (A) and (C). p values are computed with the Wilcoxon signed

rank test. See also Figure S1.
wakefulness, when the whiskers are not moving (Figures 1A and

1B) (Poulet et al., 2012). During whisking, both slow and fast Vm

oscillations are suppressed (p = 0.008, n = 8 cells) (Figures 1A,

1B, and 1E), and Vm hyperpolarizes with a reduced SD (p =

0.008, n = 8 cells) (Figures 1A and 1F) (Poulet et al., 2012). Injec-

tion into S1 of pharmacological blockers of cholinergic signaling

(atropine to block muscarinic receptors and mecamylamine to

block nicotinic receptors) almost completely blocked the whisk-

ing-related state change (n = 8 cells) (Figures 1C–1F). In thal-

amus-inactivated mice, the whisking-related suppression of Vm

fluctuations and the reduction in Vm variance therefore appear
Cell Re
to be caused by increased cholinergic signaling within S1. We

observed similar effects in local field potential (LFP) recordings

(Figure S1).

Acetylcholine (ACh) is released in the neocortex from axons of

neurons with cell bodies located in the basal forebrain (Sarter

et al., 2009). To locate cholinergic neurons projecting to S1, we

injected green fluorescently labeled choleratoxin subunit B as

a retrograde tracer into the C2 barrel column of S1 in transgenic

mice with red fluorescently labeled cholinergic neurons (ChAT-

Cre 3 LSL-tdTomato mice) (Madisen et al., 2010; Pinto et al.,

2013; Kalmbach and Waters, 2014). We found that cholinergic
ports 9, 1654–1660, December 11, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 1655



Figure 2. WhiskingCorrelateswith Calcium

Signals in Cholinergic Axons in Barrel

Cortex

(A) Soma locations of cholinergic neurons pro-

jecting to S1 in a �240-mm-thick coronal slice

at �0.7 mm posterior to Bregma (green dots,

superimposed upon a schematic coronal draw-

ing) (Paxinos and Franklin, 2001), retrogradely

labeled by the injection of cholera toxin sub-

unit B conjugated to Alexa 488 into the C2

barrel column of a ChAT-Cre 3 LSL-tdTomato

mouse.

(B) Cholinergic axons in S1, labeled by injection of

AAV-Flex-tdTomato virus into basal forebrain of a

ChAT-Cre mouse.

(C) Two-photon imaging of GCaMP6s (green) and

tdTomato (red) expressed in cholinergic axons of

S1 (left). Example 2 s average images of fluores-

cence changes during quiet wakefulness (center)

and whisking (right).

(D) Time-course of axon fluorescence changes

(black, same GCaMP6s axon as shown in C)

during quantified whisker movement (green).

(E) GCaMP6s fluorescence in cholinergic axons of

S1 increases significantly during whisking, but red

fluorescence (tdTomato) in cholinergic axons

does not change.

Lines indicate individual axons, and red dots with

error bars represent mean ± SEM. p values are

computedwith theWilcoxon signed rank test. See

also Figure S2.
neurons projecting to S1 were sparsely distributed in the basal

forebrain between Bregma and �1.8 mm posterior to Bregma

(Figures 2A and S2). Selective viral expression of the fluorescent

protein tdTomato in the cholinergic neurons of the basal fore-

brain of ChAT-Cre mice revealed a prominent cholinergic axonal

innervation of S1 (Figure 2B). Similarly, we specifically expressed

the genetically encoded calcium indicator GCaMP6s (Chen

et al., 2013) in basal forebrain cholinergic neurons in order to

measure axonal activity in S1 (Petreanu et al., 2012). We then

imaged the fluorescence of the cholinergic axons in S1 through

a cranial window in awake, head-restrained mice using a two-

photonmicroscope.We found that cholinergic axons expressing

GCaMP6s increased fluorescence robustly during whisking pe-

riods (p = 8 3 10�6, n = 18 axons in eight mice) (Figures 2C–

2E). As a control, we imaged ChAT axons expressing tdTomato
1656 Cell Reports 9, 1654–1660, December 11, 2014 ª2014 The Authors
and found that this red fluorescence did

not change during whisking (p = 0.8, n =

14 axons in five mice) (Figure 2E). Cal-

cium concentration therefore increased

in cholinergic axons during whisking,

likely causing release of ACh in S1, which

might thus activate cholinergic receptors

driving the whisking-related suppression

of spontaneous activity in the barrel cor-

tex (Figure 1).

Finally, we tested whether optoge-

netic activation of the cholinergic neu-

rons would be sufficient to drive the
cortical state change in thalamus-inactivated mice (Figure 3).

We inserted an optical fiber above the location of cholinergic

neurons projecting to S1 in ChAT-ChR2 mice (ChAT-Cre 3

LSL-ChR2) (Kalmbach and Waters, 2014). Blue light during

periods without whisking caused suppression of slow and

fast Vm fluctuations (p = 0.03, n = 6 cells) (Figures 3A, 3B,

and 3E) and hyperpolarization of Vm with reduced SD (p =

0.03, n = 6 cells) (Figures 3A and 3F). These effects were

blocked by injection of cholinergic receptor antagonists into

S1 (n = 5 cells) (Figures 3C–3F). LFP recordings in S1 showed

similar effects (Figure S3). In thalamus-inactivated mice,

the cortical state change induced by optogenetic stimula-

tion of cholinergic neurons is therefore very similar to the

whisking-related cortical state change (compare Figure 1 and

Figure 3).



Figure 3. Optogenetic Stimulation of Cholinergic Neurons Induces a Cortical State Change Similar to Whisking

(A) Vm (black) and quantified whisker movement (green) during control period and during blue light illumination to stimulate cholinergic neurons expressing ChR2

(ChAT ChR2) in a thalamus-inactivated mouse.

(B) Grand average FFT of Vm during quiet wakefulness without (black) and with optogenetic stimulation of cholinergic neurons (blue) in six neurons.

(C) Same as (A), but after injection of atropine and mecamylamine into S1 to block cholinergic receptors.

(D) Same as (B), but after blockade of cholinergic receptors in S1 in five other neurons.

(E) Integral over 1–4 Hz (left) and 30–100 Hz (right) of Vm FFT during quiet wakefulness (Q) and during optogenetic stimulation of cholinergic neurons (C), before

and after blockade of cholinergic receptors in S1 of thalamus-inactivated mice.

(F) Vm and SD of Vm.

Lines indicate individual cells and red dots with error bars represent mean ± SEM. APs truncated in (A) and (C). p values are computed with the Wilcoxon signed

rank test. See also Figure S3.
DISCUSSION

The Active State of Barrel Cortex during Whisking
The desynchronized state of barrel cortex during whisking ap-

pears to be composed of at least two distinct signals: increased

thalamic activity (Poulet et al., 2012) and increased cholinergic

input (Figures 1, 2, and 3). We found that the activity of cholin-

ergic axons correlates with whisking (Figure 2), and, in thal-

amus-inactivated mice, cholinergic signaling in S1 is both

necessary (Figure 1) and sufficient (Figure 3) for the remaining

whisking-related cortical state change. The whisking-related

release of ACh causes the suppression of spontaneous slow
Cell Re
oscillatory activity accompanied by hyperpolarization of L2/3

neurons in S1 (Figures 1 and 3).

Our results in behaving mice are in agreement with in vitro

studies of brain slices showing muscarinic suppression of slow

activity in S1 (Favero et al., 2012; Wester and Contreras, 2013).

The activation of muscarinic receptors can suppress cortical ac-

tivity by (1) hyperpolarizing excitatory neurons (Eggermann and

Feldmeyer, 2009; Gulledge and Stuart, 2005), (2) enhancing

neocortical GABAergic inhibition (McCormick and Prince,

1986), and (3) presynaptically inhibiting neurotransmitter release

(Gil et al., 1997; Kruglikov and Rudy, 2008; Eggermann and Feld-

meyer, 2009; Favero et al., 2012; Wester and Contreras, 2013).
ports 9, 1654–1660, December 11, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 1657



Nicotinic signaling during whisking could also contribute to the

active cortical state in S1. Nonfast spiking GABAergic neocor-

tical neurons expressing vasoactive intestinal peptide increase

their activity during whisking (Gentet et al., 2010; Lee et al.,

2013), in part driven by nicotinic receptor activation (Fu et al.,

2014). Vasoactive intestinal peptide-expressing neurons inhibit

somatostatin-expressing GABAergic neocortical neurons during

whisking (Gentet et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013; Pfeffer et al., 2013),

thereby disinhibiting distal dendrites of excitatory pyramidal

neurons, which are prominent locations for long-range cortical

input, including excitatory projections from whisker motor

cortex (M1) (Matyas et al., 2010; Petreanu et al., 2012). ACh

might therefore indirectly contribute to desynchronizing S1 dur-

ing whisking by promoting excitation from M1 (Lee et al., 2013;

Zagha et al., 2013). However, it should be noted that although

M1 inactivation affects S1 activity, it does not prevent the cortical

state change comparing quiet and active wakefulness (Zagha

et al., 2013).

Our recordings were from L2/3 of mouse barrel cortex, and it is

possible that cholinergic signaling will differentially affect neu-

rons in different cortical layers (Gulledge et al., 2007; Eggermann

and Feldmeyer, 2009). In future studies, it will therefore be impor-

tant to measure the impact of whisking-related cholinergic sig-

nals on the diverse cell types present across different layers of

the neocortex.

Cholinergic Signals in Cortex
Cholinergic input to cortex has long been considered to act as a

global activating system (Buzsáki et al., 1988; Metherate et al.,

1992; Jones 2005). Cholinergic neurons fire at higher rates dur-

ing wakefulness than slow-wave sleep (Lee et al., 2005) and

send widespread axonal collaterals innervating the whole

neocortex to release acetylcholine mainly through volume trans-

mission. However, there are currently no direct measurements of

cholinergic signaling and cortical state changes on rapid time-

scales with behavioral relevance in awake mice. Here, we

demonstrate prominent cholinergic signals during whisking in

S1, and we show that the released acetylcholine suppresses

slow spontaneous activity during whisking. Physiologically, the

suppression of slow spontaneous activity accompanied by hy-

perpolarzation in L2/3 of S1 by ACh during whisking is likely to

help adjust neocortical network function, counteracting the

increased thalamic input during whisking (Poulet et al., 2012).

Cholinergic input to S1 cortex might also contribute to the

reduced amplitude and spread of whisker-deflection-evoked

sensory responses during whisking compared to quiet wakeful-

ness (Crochet and Petersen, 2006; Ferezou et al., 2007).

In addition to its role in controlling cortical states, ACh has

been proposed to play important roles in attention (Parikh

et al., 2007; Herrero et al., 2008), reward signaling (Chubykin

et al., 2013), and learning (Bakin and Weinberger, 1996; Kilgard

and Merzenich, 1998). Recently, Pinto et al. (2013) reported

enhanced visual perception in mice during cholinergic optoge-

netic stimulation, with some effects thought to occur through

direct action of ACh upon primary visual cortex. In future exper-

iments, it will therefore be of great interest to measure, correlate,

and manipulate cholinergic activity and its impact upon S1 dur-

ing execution and learning of whisker-dependent perceptual
1658 Cell Reports 9, 1654–1660, December 11, 2014 ª2014 The Aut
tasks in head-restrained mice (O’Connor et al., 2010; Sachidha-

nandam et al., 2013).

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Animals and Surgery

All experiments were carried out with 6- to 12-week-old mice, in accordance

with the Swiss Federal Veterinary Office (authorization 1628.3 for awake re-

cordings and 1889.2 for anatomy). Mice were stereotaxically implanted with

a lightweight metal head holder under anesthesia. Before recordings, mice

were gradually habituated to head restraint over several days of training

following standard procedures (Crochet, 2012). On the day of recording, all

whiskers except C2 were trimmed under anesthesia, and the C2 barrel column

was functionally located using intrinsic signal optical imaging.

Electrophysiology

A small craniotomy (�0.5mm)was drilled above the center of theC2 barrel col-

umn to give access for whole-cell recordings, local field potential recordings,

and to allow local drug injection. For the blockade of cholinergic receptors in

S1, 100 nl of atropine (2 mM) and mecamylamine (2 mM) (or each drug individ-

ually in Figure S1) were injected at subpial depths of 250, 500, and 850 mm (or

400 and 800 mm for Figure S1). Thalamic inactivation was carried out by inject-

ing 100 nl of muscimol (1 mM) at subpial depths of 3,100 and 3,500 mm at

1.9 mm posterior and 1.5 mm lateral to Bregma. Injection of Evans Blue

confirmed correct targeting of injections to the somatosensory thalamus.

Whole-cell pipettes (5–8 MU) were filled with internal solution containing (in

mM): 135 potassium gluconate, 4 KCl, 10 HEPES, 10 sodium phosphocrea-

tine, 4 MgATP, and 0.3 Na3GTP (adjusted to pH 7.3 with KOH). Whole-cell re-

cordings were made with a Multiclamp 700A amplifier (Axon Instruments).

Whole-cell recordings were digitized at 20 kHz by an ITC-18 analog-to-digital

converter (Instrutech Corporation) under the control of IgorPro (Wavemetrics).

The membrane potential (Vm) was not corrected for liquid junction potentials.

All whole-cell recordings were obtained at a subpial depth ranging from 150

to 400 mm, therefore lying within L2/3. For LFP recordings a glass micropipette

filledwith Ringer’s solution (resistance of 5–8MU) was inserted into the brain to

a depth of 250–350 mm. LFPswere recorded using aMulticlamp 700A amplifier

and digitized at 20 kHz using an ITC-18 analog-to-digital converter under the

control of IgorPro. LFP signals were band pass filtered (0.05–100 Hz).

Quantification of Whisker Movement

We filmed the C2 whisker using a high-speed (200 fps) camera in sweeps of

20–90 s duration. The mouse was illuminated from below with infrared light

(850 nm). Behavioral images were synchronized to the electrophysiological

recording through TTL pulses. Custom written routines running within IgorPro

were used to automatically determine the whisker angle offline.

GCaMP6s Imaging of Cholinergic Axons

ChAT-Cre mice (B6.129S6-Chattm1(cre)Lowl/J mice, Jax 006410) were injected

with a mixture of AAV1.Syn.Flex.GCaMP6s.WPRE.SV40 (Chen et al., 2013)

and AAV2/9.CAG.Flex.tdTomato.WPRE.bGH (viruses made by Penn Vector

Core) in the basal forebrain. In some animals only the GCaMP6s virus was in-

jected. After 3–5 weeks of viral expression, mice were anesthetized with iso-

flurane and an acute imaging window (2–3 mm in diameter) was constructed,

stabilized with 1.5% agarose gel and sealed with a round coverslip (4 mm).

Animals were given 1–1.5 hr to recover from anesthesia in their home cage

before the recording session.

Two-photon calcium imaging in layer 1 was performed essentially as previ-

ously described (Gentet et al., 2012), using a modified Sutter MOM micro-

scope controlled by Helioscan software (Langer et al., 2013) with a MaiTai

HP (Spectraphysics) femtosecond laser. Sweeps of 40 s were acquired at

frame rates ranging from 8 to 20 Hz. The calcium signals were synchronized

with a high-speed whisker tracking system. Acquisitions with major movement

artifacts were rejected. Small motion artifacts in the xy planewere corrected by

image registration using TurboReg (Thévenaz et al., 1998).

For each acquisition, regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn manually around

visible horizontal axons and raw fluorescence extracted. Relative fluorescence
hors



was calculated as DF/F0 = (F(t)� F0) / F0, where F(t) is the raw fluorescence for

a given ROI in frame t and F0 is the baseline fluorescence taken as the temporal

average of the lowest quartile of the distribution of F(t).

Optogenetics

For optogenetic experiments, we used ChAT-Cre mice expressing ChR2 in a

Cre-dependent manner (ChAT-Cre 3 LSL-ChR2) that were obtained by

crossing B6.129S6-Chattm1(cre)Lowl/J mice (Jax 006410) with B6;129S-

Gt(ROSA)26Sortm32(CAG-COP4*H134R/EYFP)Hze/J (Ai32, Jax 012569) (Madisen

et al., 2012). Optogenetic stimulation of basal forebrain cholinergic neurons

was achieved with a 300 mm optic fiber (NA 0.37, Thorlabs) coupled to a

blue laser (473 nm, GMP) that provided a total light power of 6–11 mW at

the output of the fiber. Light stimuli consisted of 5 s trains of 40 ms light pulses

at 12 Hz. To obtain a strong cholinergic drive to S1, we targeted a region of

dense S1-projecting cholinergic neurons defined by retrograde CTB labeling

(0.7 mm posterior to Bregma, Figure 2A). The optic fiber was slowly lowered

with a lateral angle of 10� from the vertical to avoid the lateral ventricle down

to a subpial depth of 3.6mm. The optic fiber was coupled to an 80 mm tungsten

filament and at the end of recording an electrolytic lesion was made (200 mA,

8 s) to check for the correct location of the optic fiber.

Anatomy

For retrograde labeling of the cholinergic neurons projecting to the barrel

cortex, we injected cholera toxin subunit B conjugated to Alexa 488 (CTB)

(75 nl of 0.5% CTB at 250 and 850 mm below the pia) into the C2 barrel

column of 4 ChAT-Cre mice expressing tdTomato in a Cre-dependent manner

(ChAT-Cre 3 LSL-TdTomato) that were obtained by crossing B6.129S6-

Chattm1(cre)Lowl/J mice with B6.Cg-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm9(CAG-tdTomato)Hze/J (Madi-

sen et al., 2010). After 6–7 days, the mice were transcardially perfused with 4%

paraformaldehyde (PFA). Thin (40 mm) brain sections were imaged using a

confocal microscope. Alexa-488-positive cells colocalizing with tdTomato

were identified, and their positions were noted in the context of a standard

mouse brain atlas (Paxinos and Franklin, 2001).

To visualize the cholinergic fibers projecting to the barrel cortex, the

basal forebrain of two ChAT-Cre mice were injected with 50 nl of AAV2/

9.CAG.Flex.tdTomato.WPRE.bGH (Penn Vector Core). After >3 weeks for

expression, the mice were transcardially perfused with 4% PFA before cutting

120-mm-thick sections for imaging.

Data Analysis and Statistics

Data were analyzed using IgorPro (Wavemetrics). Based on the whisker

behavior, recording segments were classified as quiet waking (no whisker

movement) or active whisking (continuous rhythmic whisker movements

without object contacts). Two- or three-second time windows were used to

compute mean, variance, and frequency spectra. The effect of optogenetic

stimulation wasmeasured between 1 and 4 s after the onset of the 5 s blue light

pulse train, and only trials with no whisker movements were selected. The

spectral analysis was carried out using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) proce-

dure in IgorPro. The FFT magnitude was computed after subtraction of the

mean, and it was normalized by the number of samples (n/2). For Vm data,

the FFTwas computed after removing APswith amedian filter. All data are pre-

sented as mean ± SEM. Nonparametric statistical tests were used to evaluate

statistical significance (Wilcoxon rank test or Wilcoxon signed rank test).
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